
WASHINGTON: US factory activity slowed sharply in
July amid ongoing supply shortages and bottlenecks,
according to an industry survey released yesterday. While
manufacturing continues to grow, the reopening of the
economy has hit speed bumps that have posed challenges
to industry, including rising material prices and difficulties
in hiring workers, according to the Institute for Supply
Management’s (ISM) monthly report.

Its manufacturing index fell 1.1 points to 59.5 percent,
the lowest level since January, although that remains
above the 50-percent threshold indicating growth.
Companies “continue to struggle to respond to strong
demand due to difficulties in hiring and retaining” work-
ers, ISM survey chief Timothy Fiore said. He noted that
“all segments of the manufacturing economy are impacted
by near record-long raw-material lead times, continued
shortages of critical basic materials, rising commodities
prices and difficulties in transporting products.”

The indexes for new orders, production and deliveries
all fell, while the order backlog measure increased slightly,
the report said. However, the employment index jumped
three percentage points and prices fell 6.4 points, indicat-
ing a slight improvement in the factors holding back man-
ufacturing.

“Labor challenges across the entire value chain and
transportation inefficiencies are the major obstacles to
increasing growth,” Fiore said. Oren Klachkin of Oxford
Economics said the survey indicates growth in the sector
likely has peaked. “The manufacturing outlook remains
quite bright, with hearty goods demand, rising business
investment and firming global activity set to keep facto-
ries churning at a solid pace,” he said. “But manufacturers
will have a tough time meeting robust demand.”

Meanwhile, stock markets rebounded yesterday but
investor optimism over the global recovery was kept in
check by worries over the spread of coronavirus variants

as well as China’s regulatory crackdown. Signs that US
lawmakers were edging towards agreement on President
Joe Biden’s $1 trillion infrastructure bill were unable to
provide much of a boost, while eyes were on the release
of US jobs data at the end of the week as firms struggle to
fill positions.

The Dow Jones index was stronger as trading got
underway in New York. On the corporate front, shares in
Sydney-listed Afterpay surged by nearly 19 percent after
US digital payments platform Square, led by Twitter
founder Jack Dorsey, said it would purchase the buy-now,
pay-later company for $29 billion. In the latest sign of an
upbeat global outlook, figures last week showed the US
economy had returned to its pre-pandemic level-though
at a slower pace than expected-while the eurozone
expanded at a much better rate than forecast.

However, observers said the rally that world markets
have enjoyed for much of the past year was sputtering as
investors grow increasingly concerned about spiking
inflation that many have warned could force central banks
to taper their ultra-loose monetary policies.

Added to that are the slow COVID-19 vaccination
programs in some countries and the rapid spread of the
Delta variant that has led to the reimposition of lock-
downs and other containment measures. Among those
suffering a spike in cases is economic powerhouse China,
where the disease was largely under control but now
some cities are being forced to introduce new control
measures.

“Shares remain at risk of a short-term correction or
volatility as coronavirus cases rise globally, the inflation
scare continues and as we come into seasonally weaker
months,” said Shane Oliver at AMP Capital.

“But surging company profits in the US and lower
bond yields are providing support.” Nervous traders are
keeping tabs on China also after authorities there last

week embarked on a crackdown on the country’s private
tuition firms as well as the tech and property sectors. The
moves raised concern that other industries could be next,
despite officials and state media trying to calm markets in
the face of a rout. —AFP
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Hollywood’s 
Sunset Studios 
expands into UK
LONDON: Hollywood’s Sunset Studios yesterday
announced plans for a major film and television studio
in the UK, which is experiencing blockbuster invest-
ment from the United States. Sunset owners — real
estate giant Hudson Pacific Properties and private
equity group Blackstone — plan to splash more than
£700 million ($973 million, 818 million euros) on the
facility in Broxbourne, near London.

The project is expected to create more than 4,500
permanent jobs and contribute over £300 million
annually into the local economy, a statement said. It
comes as US-owned broadcasting group Sky is in the
process of building a multi-billion-dollar studio on a
site close to the proposed Blackstone project.

Britain’s renowned film industry has been boosted
in recent years by online players like Netflix seeking
facilities for their own productions. The pandemic has
meanwhile triggered a surge in the streaming of films
and television shows, benefitting also the likes of
Disney. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson described
yesterday announcement as “excellent news for the
UK’s film and TV industry”. Blackstone and Hudson
Pacific Properties said their first studio outside the
United States seeks to be “a major new centre for film,
TV and digital production”.

“We are thrilled to expand our Sunset Studios plat-
form in the UK, a global hub for film and television pro-
duction,” said Victor Coleman, chairman and chief
executive officer of Hudson Pacific. Sunset Studios has
had a role in hit films including “When Harry Met Sally”
and  “La La Land”.

Culture minister Oliver Dowden described the
announcement as “yet another vote of confidence in
the UK’s booming film and TV industry”. —AFP
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US officials trade 
blame as millions 
face eviction
LOS ANGELES: Eviction protections expired
Sunday for millions of Americans who could face
homelessness within days, triggering a scramble to
unlock billions in stalled rental aid and recrimina-
tions in Washington. Renters had been shielded from
eviction for nearly a year as part of a government
moratorium intended to keep people in their houses
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

But lawmakers have failed to extend those expir-
ing protections and only $3 billion in aid has reached
households out of the $25 billion allotted to states
and localities in early February.

“We should be compassionate. We should help.
And if that money is there, we should use it for its
intended purpose,” Democratic Senator Joe
Manchin told CNN. Over a quarter of renters are
behind in some states, according to the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities think-tank.

Southern states are some of the worst affected,
though some 16 percent of US households owed
rent-about double the amount before the pandemic.
The protections lapsed at midnight on Saturday, two
days after the White House announced it would not
be legally able to renew the moratorium.

Republicans balked at Democratic efforts to
extend the freeze through mid-October, and the
House of Representatives adjourned for its summer
vacation Friday without renewing it. But Democratic
Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez laid
blame on President Joe Biden’s administration for
waiting until the last minute to ask Congress to act-
saying it could have done so weeks earlier.

She added it would be unfair to turf people
out when billions in aid have not been spent-a
total  of  46 bi l l ion has been approved by
Congress-and called for an immediate vote to
extend the moratorium.

“We cannot kick people out of their homes when
our end of the bargain has not been fulfilled,” she
told CNN. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and other
senior Democratic leaders also urged Biden to
extend the moratorium in a Sunday statement.
“Doing so is a moral imperative to keep people from
being put out on the street which also contributes to
the public health emergency,” they said.

Camping after eviction 
Unlike other pandemic-related aid that was dis-

tributed from Washington, it was states, counties and
cities that were responsible for building programs
from the ground up to dole out help to renters.
Samantha Pate and Andrew Martinez are two renters
who wonder when their eviction notice may come.
Their family of four in the western state of Colorado
is eight months behind in rent, roughly $8,000, they
told local TV station KDVR on Saturday.

Both have been working or looking for work but
have been struggling to survive financially. They said
they may end up living in tents. “This is not camping
for us, this is going to be a way of life,” Martinez
said. The moratorium and other protections prevent-
ed an estimated 2.2 million eviction filings since
March 2020, said Peter Hepburn, a research fellow
at the Eviction Lab at Princeton University.

If those renters are forced back onto the market,
they will be facing ever higher prices, according to a
realtor.com June rental report. Rental prices reached
new highs in sections of the country, with some parts
of Florida and California seeing over 20 percent
price hikes over the previous year.

This “is adding to the challenges faced by lower-
income Americans as they struggle to recover from
job losses and other hardships brought about by
COVID,” said Realtor.com chief economist Danielle
Hale. —AFP

HSBC H1 profits 
more than double, 
resumes dividends
HONG KONG: HSBC yesterday said it would resume
paying dividends to shareholders after first-half profits
more than doubled as an ongoing restructuring and
pivot to Asia continues to pay off.

The results beat analyst estimates and are a shot in
the arm for the Asia-reliant lender after a tumultuous
2020 saw its fortunes take a hammering from the coro-
navirus and simmering geopolitical tensions. Reported
profit before tax rose $6.5 billion to $10.8 billion while
reported profit after tax increased $5.3 billion to $8.4
billion. The bank also announced an interim dividend of
seven cents per ordinary share for the first half of the
year. British regulators last year ordered banks to sus-
pend payouts as the coronavirus tore through the glob-
al economy to shore up liquidity.

But last month they relaxed those “temporary
guardrail” measures. HSBC is one of the biggest divi-

dend payers in European banking, and after a year of
restrictions is expected to set aside more than any of its
rivals this year and next, according to estimates collat-
ed by Bloomberg Intelligence.

“We definitely feel more confident,” chief financial
officer Ewen Stevenson told Bloomberg. “We will keep
buybacks under review” together with dividends, he
added. HSBC shares were trading up 2.3 percent in
Hong Kong shortly after the results were released.

Like all banking giants HSBC was battered by the
coronavirus last year, with a 30 percent plunge in
2020 profit. Under CEO Noel Quinn, it has embarked
on a dramatic restructuring, rolling out plans to cut its
workforce by about 35,000 to drive down costs and
to refocus on its most profitable areas-Asia and the
Middle East.

China reliant 
HSBC makes 90 percent of its profit in Asia, with

China and Hong Kong the major drivers of growth. In
February it published a new strategy laying out plans to
redouble its attempt to seize more of the Asian market.
Weighed down by low interest rates, it is planning to
seek out more fee-based income, especially wealth
management for Asia’s increasingly affluent.

Earlier this year the bank sold its 90 branches in the

United States and completed a long-running disposal
of its unprofitable French retail business. “We are
focused on executing the growth and transformation
plans we announced in February,” Quinn said, noting all
geographical regions of the global bank were currently
returning a profit. HSBC’s results struck a cautiously
optimistic note for the future but noted that the ongo-
ing coronavirus pandemic continued to weigh on the
global economy. —AFP

HONG KONG: Pedestrians walk past the logo for HSBC out-
side a local branch bank in Hong Kong yesterday. —AFP

BALTIMORE: In this file photo, an employee holds pieces of dry ice at Capitol Carbonic, a dry ice factory, in
Baltimore, Maryland. —AFP

LOS ANGELES: Single family homes crowd a Los Angeles, California, neighborhood. —AFP

US lawmakers finalize
$1tn infrastructure 
proposal
WASHINGTON: US senators on Sunday finalized a his-
toric, trillion-dollar infrastructure proposal that is
expected to be approved within days, Democratic
Senate leader Chuck Schumer said. If passed by
Congress and signed into law, the bill would pump his-
toric levels of federal funding into fixing US roads,
bridges and waterways, ensuring broadband internet for
all Americans and expanding clean energy programs.

A bipartisan group “finished writing the text of the
infrastructure bill,” Schumer told the Senate, which met
for an extended weekend session in Washington. “I
believe the Senate can process relevant amendments and
pass this bill in a matter of days.” The bill, a cornerstone
of President Joe Biden’s sweeping domestic agenda, is
about 2,700 pages long and provides for $1 trillion in
funding. The Democratic leader succeeded in rallying a
few elected officials from the opposite camp to work on
the proposal. The group released a joint statement say-
ing the goal of the bill was to invest in infrastructure and
create jobs without raising taxes. “This bipartisan bill and
our shared commitment to see it across the finish line is
further proof that the Senate can work,” the statement
said. The group consisted of Republicans Rob Portman,
Susan Collins, Mitt Romney, Lisa Murkowski and Bill
Cassidy, and Democrats Kyrsten Sinema, Joe Manchin,
Mark Warner, Jeanne Shaheen and Jon Tester. —AFP


